
CS 70 Discrete Mathematics and Probability Theory
Spring 2020 HW 1

Due: Friday, January 31, 2020 at 11:59 PM
Grace period until Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 11:59 PM

1 Homework Process and Study Group
Citing sources and collaborators are an important part of life, including being a student! We also
want to understand what resources you find helpful and how much time homework is taking, so we
can change things in the future if possible.

1. What sources (if any) did you use as you worked through the homework?

2. If you worked with someone on this homework, who did you work with? List names and
student ID’s. (In case of homework party, you can also just describe the group.)

3. How did you work on this homework? (For example, I first worked by myself for 2 hours,
but got stuck on problem 3, so I went to office hours. Then I went to homework party for a
few hours, where I finished the homework.)

4. Roughly how many total hours did you work on this homework?

2 Propositional Logic Language
For each of the following sentences, use the notation introduced in class to convert the sentence
into propositional logic. Then write the statement’s negation in propositional logic without the use
of the ¬ symbol.

(a) The cube of a negative integer is negative.

(b) There are no integer solutions to the equation x2− y2 = 10.

(c) There is one and only one real solution to the equation x3 + x+1 = 0.

(d) For any two distinct real numbers, we can find a rational number in between them.

3 Truth Tables
Determine whether the following equivalences hold, by writing out truth tables. Clearly state
whether or not each pair is equivalent.
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(a) P∧ (Q∨P) ≡ P∧Q

(b) (P⇒ Q)⇒ R ≡ P⇒ (Q⇒ R)

(c) (P⇒ Q)⇒ (P⇒ R) ≡ P⇒ (Q⇒ R)

(d) (P∧¬Q)⇔ (¬P∨Q) ≡ (Q∧¬P)⇔ (¬Q∨P)

4 Implication
Which of the following implications are always true, regardless of P? Give a counterexample for
each false assertion (i.e. come up with a statement P(x,y) that would make the implication false).

(a) ∀x∀yP(x,y) =⇒ ∀y∀xP(x,y).

(b) ∃x∃yP(x,y) =⇒ ∃y∃xP(x,y).

(c) ∀x∃yP(x,y) =⇒ ∃y∀xP(x,y).

(d) ∃x∀yP(x,y) =⇒ ∀y∃xP(x,y).

5 Proof Practice
(a) Prove that ∀n ∈ N, if n is odd, then n2 +1 is even.

(b) Prove that ∀x,y ∈ R, min(x,y) = (x+ y−|x− y|)/2.

(c) Prove that ∑
n
i=1 i = n(n+1)

2 .

(d) Suppose A⊆ B. Prove P(A)⊆P(B).

6 Twin Primes
(a) Let p > 3 be a prime. Prove that p is of the form 3k+1 or 3k−1 for some integer k.

(b) Twin primes are pairs of prime numbers p and q that have a difference of 2. Use part (a) to
prove that 5 is the only prime number that takes part in two different twin prime pairs.
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7 Pythagorean Theorem

<latexit sha1_base64="vl/l1c9A8FuiGe8p+S/+V4IOfyQ=">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</latexit>

Using the above diagram, prove the Pythagorean Theorem: if a and b are the lengths of the legs of
a right triangle and c is the length of its hypotenuse, then a2 +b2 = c2.
Hint: Look for right triangles in the diagram and label them with a, b, and c.

8 Inductive Charging Lemma
There are n cars on a circular track. Among all of them, they have exactly enough fuel (in total)
for one car to circle the track.
Prove, using whatever method you want, that there exists at least one car that has enough fuel to
reach the next car along the track.

9 Triangle Inequality
Recall the triangle inequality, which states that for real numbers x1 and x2,

|x1 + x2| ≤ |x1|+ |x2|.

Assuming the above inequality holds, use induction to prove the generalized triangle inequality:

|x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn| ≤ |x1|+ |x2|+ · · ·+ |xn|.

10 Counterfeit Coins
(a) Suppose you have 9 gold coins that look identical, but you also know one (and only one)

of them is counterfeit. The counterfeit coin weighs slightly less than the others. You also
have access to a balance scale to compare the weight of two sets of coins — i.e., it can tell
you whether one set of coins is heavier, lighter, or equal in weight to another (and no other
information). However, your access to this scale is very limited.
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Can you find the counterfeit coin using just two weighings? Prove your answer.

(b) Now consider a generalization of the same scenario described above. You now have 3n coins,
n ≥ 1, only one of which is counterfeit. You wish to find the counterfeit coin with just n
weighings. Can you do it? Prove your answer.
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